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Speakers and Participants (21/06/18)

Some speakers(seated) and participants at AJEOT 2018- speakers (From left)- Abdul Raman Sarpong,
Peter Bismark Kwofie, Belinder Odek, Franklyn Cudjoe, Evans Badu Boampong, Isaac Annan Yalley,
Ebenezer Nii-Tackie.

The African Journalists for Economic Opportunity Training (AJEOT) was
a two-day intensive residential certification program meant to train
journalist, bloggers, free lancers, Policy analysts and writers from across
the Africa on Classical Liberal and Public Policy Research to help
question the status quo for a prosperiou society. AJEOT, an training
organized by Institute for Liberty and Policy Innovation (ILAPI), a
Free Market and public policy research organization in Ghana, promoting
and influencing policy discourse for a free and prosperous society, and
partnered by ATLAS NETWORK, NETWORK FOR A FREE SOCIETY, and
LANGUAGE OF LIBERTY INSTITUTE officially began with arrival of
speakers and participants on the Friday, 21st June, 2018. This is year’s
AJEOT which started with the launching of an application portal, saw 92
applications but 20 participants were selected especially with those who
have no ideas on the public policy and economic principles of
Libertarianism. There were applicants from Malawi, Zambia, Cameroon,
Zimbabwe, Uganda, Sierra Leon, Liberia, Guinea, and South Africa. All
these participants could not make it even though some were selected for
the training due to high Prices on Flight Tickets to Ghana. Speakers and
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participants from across the world graced the occasion for the three-day
training course on

SPEAKERS













Vicente Camara (Switzerland) - Geopolitics and Shared language.
Ebenezer Nii-Tackie (Ghana) – Understanding the Liberal
Framework within the Realms of Public Policy Formulation.
Abdul Raman Sarpong (Ghana) – MediaPreneurship.
Bright Nkyi (Ghana) – Government Inflation and GDP, how real is
it?
Evans Badu Boampong (Ghana) – Media Censorship in Africa.
Evans Kissi (Ghana) – Agriculture Economics, disconnection
between resource management and economic prosperity.
Isaac Annan Yalley (Ghana) – The Banking Economy.
Franklyn Cudjoe (IMANI, Ghana) – Right Heading and Right
Content, Identifying Policy Gaps.
Belinder Odek, (Kenya) – Internet Freedom.
Professor Brian Baugus (USA) – Two Ideologies in one country.
Dr. Tom Palmer (USA) – Identifying tools for economic Journalism.
Dr. Steve Davies (IEA- UK) – How to use basic economics to
understand the world and explain it.

PARTICIPANTS
Participating journalists were from Kenya, Ghana and Nigeria:
Peter Lenre, Ominira Tv (Nigeria),
Rashid Obodai Provencal, Rainbow Radio (Ghana),
Femi Royal, Young Africans for Opportunities (YAFO Nigeria),
Stephen Bernard, Green Fm(Ghana),
Samuel Adjei – Editor, (Ghana)
Omolola Afolabi, The Nation Newspaper (Nigeria),
Matthew Mensah, Social Commentator (Ghana)
Belinder Odek – Rational Standard and YAFO (Kenya)
Ebenezer De – Gualle – Political host, Kool FM (Ghana)
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Dayo Pelumi – ALOD, (Nigeria)
Nathaniel Dwmena – YAFO (Ghana)
Jesse Krokoko – Ghana, KNUST
Rita Aikins – Ghana, KNUST
Salami Taiye – Blogger, (Nigeria)
Efo Korku Mawutor – Student, Ghana Institute for Journalism
Ernest Abiam Danso – Amansan TV, (Ghana)
Benjamin Bray – Spice FM (Ghana)
Ajetumobi Wale – Blogger/ALOD, (Nigeria)
Roderick M. Asante – Freelance Videographer (Ghana)
Yvette Adu Effisah – Ghana Broadcasting Corporation (GBC)

Peter Bismark Kwofie, Executive Director of ILAPI welcomed all speakers
and participants to AJEOT 2018 during the first dinner night at Summit
Lodge, Koforidua. “The Institute for Liberty and Policy Innovation (ILAPI,
Ghana), is a free market and an educational policy think tank that has
engaged journalists on the ideas of economic freedom, libertarianism,
property rights, entrepreneurship and government accountability and
public policy research for a prosperous society.” said Mr. Peter Bismark
Kwofie. He urged journalists and prolific writers present at the gathering
to take maximum advantage of this opportunity and make maximum use
of the knowledge and insight they would gain from the two-day training.
He welcomed all participants once again to the event, encouraged
everyone to network and socialize before the training sessions tomorrow,
after which a welcome dinner was served.
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DAY 2 – First training sessions for participants. (23rd June, 2018)

Journalists, during a training session at AJEOT 2018.

There were three training sessions per day. Each session ended with a
coffee break, lunch and dinner. But prior to the first session,
participants and speakers were greeted with early morning breakfast
between 6am-7am. A perfectly laid out table and a beautiful setting for
an amazing breakfast was enjoyed by all thanks to ILAPI and its partners.
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Participants at AJOET 2018 in Ghana

The first training activity was started by Mr. Wale Ajetunmobi, Editor,
Campus Life of the Nations Newspaper, Nigeria on the topic: Introduction
to Classical Liberalism. ―What is Classical Liberalism?‖ asked Mr.
Ajetunmobi. He said, ―It is a political ideology that advocates civil liberty
under the rule of law with emphasis on economic freedom and government
limitation.‖ Classical liberalism basically means a free society. He
emphasized that Government is meant to serve the people and not to be
in charge of their private lives. Mr. Ajetunmobi advocates for the laissez
faire kind of leadership where leaders allow the people to do as they will
through limitation of government interference in individuals’ personal
lives. Classical liberalism took root in the 18th century and found its way
in Europe and America in the 19th century. Libertarians like John Locke,
Thomas Bolt, Frederic Bastiat, etc. championed the course of liberalism.
Basic principles governing liberalism as mentioned by Mr. Wale
Ajetunmobi are: Individual personal freedom (freedom of speech,
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association (Religion), rights to own property, etc.). He however urged
journalists to be true to the facts: “A free society must be in tangent with
facts”. He reiterated the fact that though a person is given the freedom to
speak, it gives him no right to spread false news causing fear and panic
which is detrimental to a free society.
Another basic principle for a free society is the limitation of government
power in the personal life of individuals. The Government should desist
from interfering with the personal lives of individuals. The religion a
citizen affiliates to, what he reads, who he communicates with, what
information he accesses and how he dresses should not be the decision
of the government. It should be the sole decision of the individual. The
government he said, is meant to serve the people and not to take charge
of their personal lives. A democratic society should therefore not harbor
traits of autocracy. Mr. Wale Ajetunmobi also touched on other basic
principles of classical liberalism such as rights to own property which
prevents monopoly, deregulation of the market and equality of rights.
These principles if followed promote exchange of values and individual
liberty which leads to peace.

CEO of ILAPI lecturining at AJEOT 2018 on liberalism in Ghana

The first session continued with a lecture on the Relevance of
Libertarianism in Modern Politics by Mr. Peter Bismark Kwofie, Executive
Director of ILAPI. His was a short but very insightful and interesting
presentation. Mr. Kwofie started his presentation with a series of quotes
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read together by all. One of which was by Frederic Bastiat, a French
economist, statesman, and author of The Law - “We hold from God the
gift which includes all others. This gift is life — physical, intellectual, and
moral life.But life cannot maintain itself alone. The Creator of life has
entrusted us with the responsibility of preserving, developing, and
perfecting it. In order that we may accomplish this, He has provided us
with a collection of marvelous faculties. And He has put us in the midst of
a variety of natural resources. By the application of our faculties to these
natural resources we convert them into products, and use them. This
process is necessary in order that life may run its appointed course.
Life, faculties, production — in other words, individuality, liberty, property
— this is man. And in spite of the cunning of artful political leaders, these
three gifts from God precede all human legislation, and are superior to it.
Life, liberty, and property do not exist because men have made laws. On
the contrary, it was the fact that life, liberty, and property existed
beforehand that caused men to make laws in the first place.‖ He then
proceeded to ask participants the difference between Freedom and
Liberty? Mr. Kwofie emphasized that liberty is a personal right whiles
freedom is a political right. Freedom has laws that restrict whiles liberty
has no natural laws and no restrictions. Freedom is political whiles
liberty is natural. He states that Government should desist from
restricting its citizens through imposition and monopolizing the system.
He called for economic freedom to be prime and gave a brief history on
Ghana’s monopolistic system, how it restricted its citizens leaving them
with no choice, and how economic freedom on the other hand brought
about property ownership, bred competitions, and created wealth for all.
Mr. Kwofie finally urged journalists to analyze policies, apply libertarian
insight and question authorities. He said, “A policy is regulative,
distributive or redistributive”. This is to emphasize on the significance of
a State policy.
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Vicente Camara of International Federation of Liberal Youth facilitated a
session on Geopolitics to bring the first session to an end. He gave a brief
history of liberalism, when it took off and great thinkers who championed
the course. He touched on Freedom of press, advocated by John Milton
in 1640, the right to own property by Jon Locke in 1670, quoting him
saying, “Every human owns themselves.” Vicente Camara touched on the
theory of majority where 51% of the population determine the life of the
other 49%. “For the fact that nine out of ten people prefer a thing, does
not make it mandatory for the other person to accept or like it” nor
makes it the right choice- reiterating John Locke’s statement, “Every
man owns himself.” He finally urged everyone present to take the
political compass test. The underlying theory of political compass is that
political ideology may be better measured along two separate and
independent axes.

Peter Bismark Kwofie - ILAPI (left), Vincente Camara(middle) - IFLY, Belinder Odek- YAFO (right)
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Vincente Camara facilitating a training on Shared Language.

There was a 15minutes coffee break to allow participants and speakers
stretch some muscles, get interactive, and take in some light meals.
There was coffee, tea, milo, pizza, spring rolls, fruit juices, bread- a
variety to choose from. A big TV screen to entertain the eyes as well. All
too soon the coffee break was over. It was time for the second session of
day two’s activities. This session was proceeded by Dr. Tom Palmer from
USA via skype on the topic: Identifying tools for economic journalism.
Dr. Palmer gave some basic analytical tools needed for economic
journalism.





Closed behavioral system
Methodological individualism
Intentions are not the same as consequences
Choices are made between alternate possibilities

He then gave some implications for public policy



Rules matter
Rules can be chosen.

Ebenezer Nii-Tackie of Conservation Policy Research Institute (CPRC)
from Ghana was the second speaker to speak during the second session
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of the AJEOT Training, Day 2. He spoke on the topic: Understanding
the liberal framework within the realms of public policy
formulation-101. His training offered the participating journalists and
prolific writers to learn the tools for advocacy and economic principles to
help shape the public policy discourse, and question the status quo for a
free and prosperous society.
The last presentation during the second session was facilitated by Abdul
Rahman Sarpong of ILAPI on the topic MediaPreneurship. He trained
journalists as to how they can use their writing abilities to generate
income and to not depend solely on their media houses for income. He
took journalists through the creation of a business model and expected
journalist to present their business model before the training officially
ended.
Dr. Brian Baugus of Reagent University facilitated the first activity in the
third session via a skype presentation. He lectured on the topic: Two
Ideologies in one Country. This was followed by Bright Nkyi, an
Economic Researcher at ILAPI on Government Inflation and GDP- How
real is it? He defined the inflation figures as cooked and do not depict the
reality on the ground. Mr. Bright Nkyi took participants through a
thorough lecture on inflation stating, “it is the persistent increase in
prices of goods and services”. “A decrease in inflation figure does not
indicate a reduction in prices of goods.” He noted that, because
journalists have little knowledge on what inflation figures mean they are
unable to question the state properly when these figures churned out. He
urged journalists to read intensively and have great in-depth knowledge
in these matters before hosting panels on inflation figures to enable them
ask relevant questions and disseminate the right news to the public.
Prior to the next activity on the third session was another 15minutes
coffee break.
The third session continued with Belinder Odek from Kenya and cofounder of Young African for Opportunities (YAFO) who spoke on internet
freedom emphasizing the relevance of Net Neutrality.
The day’s activities were concluded with a dialogue on Shared language
with Vicente Camara being the moderator, Mr. Evans Badu-Boampong
(Vice president of ILAPI), and Ebenezer Nii-Tackie being the panelists.
They dialogued on how words change with time and how people perceive
words. There was a short interaction with participants were five words:
Government, Lobbyist, Liberal, Corporation and Tolerance were projected
on the screen. Participants were grouped into five and asked to write
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down the first words that came to mind the moment they saw those
words. This task was to illustrate how different people view words
differently. Mr. Evans Badu made mention of the importance a common
language has and its bearing on a nations development. Different
languages within one country creates language barrier which makes it
extremely difficult for a smooth trade, and different synonyms for one
word creates ambiguity.

The Vice President of ILAPI, Evans Badu Boampong (middle) giving a speech during the birthday
celebration of Peter Bismark Kwofie, Executive Director of ILAPI (left) in the company of Ebenezer
Nii-Tackie of Conservation Policy Research Centre (right)

However, at dinner, facilitators and participants celebrated the birthday
of Mr. Peter Bismark Kwofie, President of ILAPI. It was all fun and joy
with surprise gifts, and words of gratification from the vice president, Mr.
Evans Badu-Boampong.
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DAY 3 – Second Training Session (24th June,2018)

Franklyn Cudjoe Facilitating a training of Right Headlines and Right Content for Effective Analyses
and Reportage

Ebenezer Nii-Tackie of the Conservation Policy Research Centre(CPRC),
Ghana commenced the day’s conversation with Understanding the
Liberal Framework within the Realms of Public Policy Formulation-102, a
continuation of his previous lecture the day before. After which Dr. Steve
Davies of IEA(UK) joined participants via skype on How to use Basic
Economics to Understand the World and explain it. These insightful
lectures ended the first session of Day Three’s activities. Once again,
there was a 15minutes coffee break before the start of the second session
of Day 3.
Evans Kissi, a PhD fellow at the University of Kassel, Germany,
facilitated a lecture on the topic: Agriculture Economics- Disconnection
between resource management and economic prosperity. He talked on
why Agriculture makes us poor. He stated that 1.16 billion constituting
60% of our rural areas is dependent on agriculture. However, only 1-3
hectares of land (2.5-5acres) are in use. He stressed on how primitive our
labor system is, very little mechanization and the appalling wages of
farmers. He also highlighted on how poorly structured our irrigation
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systems are, and how 90% of our agriculture is dependent on rainfall
with only 4.5% of our arable land under irrigation. He also made mention
of the fact that as at 1980, Africa’s contribution to Global GDP had
declined from 8% and is currently at 2%. The reason for this, Mr. Kissi
says is due to reduction in total agriculture export, concentration in
pricing products, less diversification in agricultural research, and slow
rate of north to south trade. In 2011, Africa spent 35-38bn dollars on
food trade. Of these, only 5% was kept in Africa. What governments must
do, to make agriculture Africa’s economic prosperity is to set right
policies which enable economic growth and reduce poverty. These
policies should check inequality issues. Government should encourage
farming among the youths. The average age of cocoa farmers in Ghana is
55-60 yrs. This he says is detrimental to Ghana’s agricultural development. He
cited Germany as an example, where during summer, BSC Agriculture students
are mandated to do their attachments on a farm and regulations are very strict
as compared to Ghana where an BSC Agriculture students could be posted to
microfinance institutions and other non-related courses.
Franklyn Cudjoe, CEO of Imani Center for Policy and Education, a think tank
dedicated to promote a free society facilitated a thought-provoking lecture on
identifying Policy Gaps and Choosing Right Headlines and Right Content for
Effective Analyses and Reportage. He briefed participants on some articles he
published in the UK and how right content and choice of words are key in
disseminating information. He also encouraged participants to get acquainted
with the CD: Ideas for a Free Society, which contains valuable resources needed
by every journalist and prolific writer.
The Monetary Economist, Isaac Annan Yalley facilitated a class on The Banking
Economy while Evans Badu Boampong, Vice President for ILAPI concluded the
day’s lectures with Media Censorship in Africa. Mr. Boampong admonished
journalists present to think outside the box towards owning media outlets in
order to be independent in their reportage and wrestle the grip of self-seeking
politicians on media ownership. This would phase out censorship and incite
sanity in the system.
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Dinner & Awards Night

Members of HAYEK group jubilating after being announced winners of the Dinner and awards night
competition of their research on Liberalizing the Transport Sector.

The Dinner and Award Night was loaded with very exciting events for the
participants, and commenced with a panel of young libertarians making their
mark in society. The panel was comprised of leadership from Centre for Better
Society Advocacy Research Africa (CEBSAR – Africa), an anti-corruption
organization working towards building an African society free from corruption;
Young Africans For Opportunity (YAFO), an organization seeking to break
barriers through economic opportunities and empowering students and young
professionals through policy advocacy and research, and Ominira TV, a
Nigerian online media outlet using the force of the media to promote
libertarianism in Africa.
Two participants from AJEOT 2017 were awarded with medals for their
outstanding performances over the past year. Two participants also had the
opportunity to pitch their blogging business plans for funding. Rashid Obodai of
Rainbow Radio won the grand prize, which comprises a free news website,
design and funding support from ILAPI’s Center for Blockchain and
Management Information System.
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Winners and Members of HAYEK Group

This was followed by group presentations by the four groups, HAYEK, WATER
WILLIAMS, MISES and BASTIAT. All groups named after libertarians. Each
group was given specific topics to work on, Security, Health, Transport and ……
The groups were tasked to identify policy gaps within these sectors and
recommend five ways to bridge these gaps. HAYEK group were crowned winners
and were awarded with high value books and literature courtesy ILAPI and its
Partners.
Two participants, Pelumi Dayo, a representative of ALOD, and Rashid Obodai
from Rainbow radio (Ghana) received awards for best participants at the AJEOT
2018. After which all participants were awarded with their certificates of
completion.
AJEOT is a certification course for journalists and writers across the world with
heads of think tanks and university professors as facilitators. Graduates were
tasked with the responsibility to exhibit professionalism in their quest to
enhance and integrate libertarianism in economic principles through
journalism.
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The CD’s of Ideas of for a Free Society was shared to all participants and
Franklyn Cudjoe of IMANI asked participants to use the materials on the CD to
better their understand on economics and wealth creation.

Franklin Cudjoe asking African journalists to read materials on the NFS CDs

Series of interviews were conducted from the media present on issues affecting
Africa and how libertarianism and its economic tenets could help liberate Africa
from the abject poverty. Certificates were awarded and the 2018 training came
to an end.
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Mr. Ebenezer Nii-Tackie Oblie of CPRC interviewed by the media
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Vice president of ILAPI, Mr. Evans Badu Boampong awarding Rashid his certificate.

Benjamin Bray of Spice Fm asking question at AJEOT,2018
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Participants sharing ideas during break
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Group presentation on ways to liberalize government policies – AJEOT 2018

AJEOT 2019 would be bigger!!
Join us in Ghana for other intensive sessions
To partner or support this project
Contact ILAPI or our Partners
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